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Citrus Circuits wins Central Valley Regional

__

Sacramento Regional

From March 7-9, Citrus Circuits members traveled to Fresno for the Central
March 21-23
Valley Regional. We competed alongside 48 other teams from California,
Aerospace Valley
Idaho, and Taiwan. After the qualificaApril 4-6
tion matches, our team ranked second,
Houston Championship which allowed us to join an alliance with
teams 1323 MadTown Robotics and
April 16-21
7663 Sleuth Robotics. During finals, our
team went up against the opposing alliance, composed of teams 5026 Iron
Panthers, 4135 Iron Patriots, and 1072 Harker Robotics, and completed the
Pomelo
world’s first successful third-level triple climb during quarterfinals. Because
DJUSD
of this, we set the current world high penalty free score of 107. In addition
UC Davis
to our regional win, we won the ChairTechnipFMC
man’s Award for the second year in a
row. After our first win of the season, we
are excited to participate in the SacraGrapefruit
mento Regional, taking place on March
Lockeed Martin
21 at the ARC Pavilion at UC Davis. This
Hill Engineering
is a great opportunity for team members
to bring their family and cheer for the
Orange
team as well as volunteer at the regional.
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We won the Chairman’s Award
During the Central Valley Regional,
Chairman’s Subteam representatives
Janet Liu, Daniel Ostrom, and Katie
Stachowicz presented for and won the
Chairman’s Award. This is our second
time winning the Chairman’s award, the
most prestigious award in FIRST honoring a team’s outreach programs. For six
months, our Chairman’s Subteam, with
the help of mentor Kristine Harvey, has
Our Chairman’s presentation team: Katie
been hard at work planning and writing Stachowicz, Janet Liu, and Daniel Ostrom
their essay submission, and preparing their presentation. Back in February, they submitted the completed Chairman’s Essay and were ready to
compete for the Chairman’s Award. The presentation and essay is based
on how our team educates, empowers, and excels. The ‘Educate’ section
discusses our team’s structure, Peer-to-Peer program, Fall Workshops, and
participation in the Robotics Championship China. Under ‘Empower,’ they
mention our DYR student mentors, RoboCamps, expanded DRF outreach,
and DiSTEM. In the ‘Excel’ section, they discuss our support of local teams,
involvement in Capital City Classic, our first-ever Battery Loan program at
Champs, and The Compass Alliance. This year, the Chairman’s Subteam
also highlighted how 1678 embodies the vision of FIRST by highlighting our
DYR programs, Shelter Finder app, and Citrus Service.

Citrus Circuits Number One on FUN Top 25
During week 2, our team was voted number one in a FRCTop25 poll. FUN
(FIRST Updates Now) puts out a community poll every week during competition season where the public can vote for their favorite robot that has
competed during that week. Through a point system, our team was ranked
#1 among all the other robots competing in Week 2. This also marks the
first time we’ve been ranked number 1 in a weekly FUN poll.

Sponsor Open House

Pancake Breakfast

Our Sponsor Open House, held on
February 23, was a success! During
our fourth annual Sponsor Open
House, we invited all of our local
sponsors to come take a look at the
work that we do. Along with coffee
and bagels, sponsors were given a
tour around the shop by students
and introduced to several station
guides that provided explanations
of our subteams, outreach, and the
opportunities that they receive on
the team. Representatives came
from Recology, UC Davis, and West
Yost.

To celebrate the beginning of
the FIRST competition season,
our team held a pancake breakfast on March 2. Students arrived
bright and early, greeted by a large
spread of pancakes and a variety
of toppings provided by parents.
In addition to enjoying breakfast,
members in attendance watched
matches from Week 1 competitions
to see how other teams played and
the strategies they used. We used
this opportunity to prepare as we
looked forward to our first matches
in week 2.
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Youtube

Regional Change
Surprise! Our team’s
third destination has
changed from the Idaho
Regional to the Aerospace Valley Regional
held at the Eastside
High School in Lancaster on April 4-6. We
Apollo-gise for any confusion.

7229 Electronic Eagles and 3859 Wolfpack Robotics Visit
On February 6, 7229 Electronic Eagles
from El Camino Fundamental High School,
formed with the help of Citrus Circuits in
2017, came to our facility to learn how to
make bumpers for their robot. Throughout
the course of the night, 7229 worked on
drilling and bolting wood together, taping
pool noodles to the bumpers, and attaching them to the robot. A team representative helped them throughout the
whole process and showed them the most
efficient way to make bumpers. Additionally,
3859 Wolfpack Robotics from Elk Grove visited our shop on February 16. Three mentors and two students used our half field in
M1 to practice and make adjustments to
their robot, as well as participate in a buddy
climb with our Beta and Comp robot.

Citrus Circuits Featured On Two Webcasts
Our team was featured on both FIRST’s Build Season Celebration and FUN
Premiere Night during the month of February. Both shows revealed our
robot’s two hatch panel auto, triple climb, and cargo intake. During FIRST’s
Build Season Celebration, a member from 537 Charger Robotics mentioned, “That triple climb was absolutely amazing. Their strategy from their
auto to their climb has really worked out and they’re gonna be a key player.”
Watch FIRST’s Build Season Celebration here
Watch FUN Premiere Night 2019 here

The Compass Alliance gets a Shout-out from FIRST
In the blog post “Quiet Rooms at FIRST Robotics Competition Events”
written by Frank Merrick, a shout-out was given to TCA. The post focused
on how FIRST recommends implementing ‘Quiet Rooms’ where regional
participants can sit down and de-stress during the event. FIRST mentioned
The Compass Alliance and their Hear For You campaign, originally started
by 125 The Nutrons, and lists reasons why having a Quiet Room is a good
idea. You can read the blog post here

